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[ CEO’S WELCOME ]

Dear Guests,
Welcome aboard!
I am pleased to announce that Air Seychelles is now flying back to all its pre-pandemic destinations
including Johannesburg, Mauritius, Mumbai and Tel Aviv. Great news indeed and on behalf of our crew,
ground staff and support office teams; we’re excited to welcome you back on board!
Despite the easing of travel restrictions, similar to other airlines globally, Air Seychelles’ business has
been impacted by the pandemic, which led to several changes to our schedule over the past months.
We extend our sincere apology to all of you as we realise how frustrated changes can be during this
unprecedented time, and we thank you for your patience.
Rest assured that we have received your concerns and, reaffirming our commitment to you, we
are working on a core schedule for the upcoming summer months which will be published soon,
to simplify your travel plans.
On another note, over these past three months besides operating commercial and charter services,
we also obtained the results of the intense comprehensive aviation safety audit which was conducted
in August 2021.
The International Air Transport Association (IATA) Operational Safety Audit (IOSA) held every two
years covers eight operational areas within the business including flight, cabin and ground operations,
aircraft maintenance, cargo, security management, operational control centre as well as compliance
and safety.
Today, amidst the challenges of the audit which required intense planning, I am delighted to announce
that Air Seychelles has successfully renewed its IOSA certification.
The renewal, held remotely for the first time, would have not been possible without the support of all
operational staff members to which I extend a round of applause for always placing safety as a top
priority in everything that they do.
I also extend my congratulations to all the teams who were involved in the rigorous audit process,
working behind the scene, for remaining professional and diligent throughout. SAFETY REMAINS OUR
TOP PRIORITY ALWAYS!
As we approach the Easter holidays, I invite you to visit our webpage at airseychelles.com to take
advantage of the best fares to paradise and, as always, do not hesitate to share your feedback
following your trip with us via feedback@airseychelles.com

Reaffirming
our commitment
to you.

Thank you for flying with the Indian Ocean’s Leading Airline!

Captain Sandy Benoiton
Acting Chief Executive Officer
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LOC AL ev ents

SSFC Marlin Slam
Date: 9 April 2022
Venue: Victoria
ssfcmail@gmail.com

Anglers head out to target
Seychelles coveted marlin in
the annual Marlin Slam.

Seychelles Arts Festival
Date: 25 May 2022
Venue: Victoria
The Seychelles Arts Festival takes place in May. Organised by the National Arts Council,
the festival gives outstanding local artists the chance to exhibit their works and give
courses. Local chefs serve up some of the best Creole dishes, while music and dance
groups come together with traditional storytellers to entertain guests.

National Day
Date: 29 June 2022
Venue: Victoria

National Day is the most important occasion in Seychelles as it is linked to a defining
moment in its history. This date symbolises the birth of a people, hope for the future,
the achievement of victory, the crowning of a struggle. It also represents the unity of a
people in a great manifestation of patriotic fervour. Seychellois and visitors to Seychelles
will be treated to impressive displays of national pride and patriotism during the National
Day celebrations and will as usual be seen waving the colourful blue, yellow, red, white
and green Seychelles flags as fireworks displays light up the evening skies.
8/Silhouette/APRIL - JUNE 2022

i n t e r n at i o n a l eve nt s

Annual Congress on Soil and Water
Conservation (ACSWC)
Date: 4-5 April 2022
Venue: Malé, Maldives
The conference provides a platform for professionals involved in Soil
and Water Conservation to exchange knowledge and gain an insight
into the state-of-the-art in the current technology, techniques and
solutions in Soil and Water Conservation as they have been developed
and applied in different countries. Participants include a wide variety of
stakeholders from research and academia, to industrial sectors as well
as government organisations.

Buddha Purnima
Date: 16 May 2022
Venue: India
Buddha Purnima honours the birth,
enlightenment, and death of Siddhartha
Gautama, or Lord Buddha (also known as
Gautama Buddha), it is a vibrant holiday that
attracts people from across the globe. This
celebration is observed on the full moon of the
month of Vaishakha.

Chinatown Food Festival 2022
Date: April 2022
Venue: Port Louis, Mauritius
For the past fifteen years there has been a two-day festival dedicated
to Chinese food organised in April. This event takes place in Chinatown
in Port Louis, for which most of the streets are reserved to pedestrians.
All Sino-Mauritian merchants and restaurateurs sell their products while
the youth perform the Lion Dance. It is a colourful festival promoting
Chinese culture in Mauritius. An exceptional opportunity to taste all
kinds of sweet and savoury delicacies.

Israel Festival
Date: May to mid June 2022
Venue: Jerusalem, Israel
Jerusalem hosts, yearly, from the second half of May to the first half of
June, an international festival of culture – Israel Festival. Concerts of
classical music, opera, jazz, theatre, ballet shows, modern dance etc.
Most of the events are held in Jerusalem but some take place in other
cities. The best artists from Israel and abroad participate in Festival Israel
events.

World Oceans Day
Date: 8 June 2022
Venue: South Africa
https://unworldoceansday.org/
The observance of World Oceans Day in South Africa allows them to highlight the impact of oceans and the various ways in which oceans
contribute to South Africa. Celebrating the day provides the government with an opportunity to highlight the considerable challenges it faces
dealing with marine pollution, maintaining the oceans’ capacity to regulate the global climate, supply essential ecosystem services and provide
sustainable livelihoods and safe recreation. The celebration of the day coincides with and forms part of the dedication of June as National
Environmental Day.
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tech talk

New noise-cancelling earbudsSony WF-1000XM4. Price: $278.00

The headset performance is improved, with
better noise reduction during calls. You can pair
the QC45 with two devices simultaneously
– such as a smartphone and PC – and
switch audio as needed. They’re equipped
with Bluetooth 5.1 and support the widely
compatible AAC audio codec but not aptX.

No earbuds are perfect and not everybody will
love the fit of the Sony WF-1000XM4 buds or

Excellent for making calls - Bose noisecancelling headphones 700. Price: $300.00

be able to afford their high price. But if you’re
looking for good-sounding earbuds with great

Best noisecancelling
headphones
for 2022

noise-cancelling, solid voice-calling capabilities

Noise-cancelling headphones help
children attend online classes with limited
distractions and block out external noise like
your neighbour’s lawnmower when you’re
working from home. From noise-cancelling
earbuds or ear pods to over-ear headphones,
there are a lot of options you can find.

Improved QuietComfort Bose QuietComfort 45. Price: $279.00

When it comes to noise-cancelling
headphones that block out background
noise and surrounding sound, Bose
headphones have been the best for years.
But other headphone-manufacturers have
steadily moved in with a multitude of
noise-cancelling options at different prices,
including Apple’s new high-end AirPods
Max, Sony’s excellent WH-1000XM4, Bose’s
noise-cancelling headphones 700  and
QuietComfort earbuds. Whether you want
to use your noise-cancelling headphones
to listen to music or just block out unwanted
noise, there are many top models to choose
from.
The following are some of them:10/Silhouette/APRIL - JUNE 2022

and good battery life, these buds are the best.
Bose’s QuietComfort earbuds also have top
noise-cancelling and sound quality, but Sony is
right there with the Bose for noise-cancelling
with a more compact design.

The Bose noise-cancelling headphones 700, the
long-awaited successor to Bose’s QuietComfort
35 II model, offer slightly better sound and
noise cancellation along with top-notch headset
performance for voice calls. They’re a strong
all-around audio performer with up to 20 hours
of battery life and a more durable design than
their predecessor.

Pure premium – Bang & Olufsen Beoplay EQ.
Price: $300.00
The Bose QuietComfort 45 essentially looks the
same as the QuietComfort 35 II, with the design
difference being a USB-C port in place of the
older Micro-USB. This QuietComfort design is
slightly more comfortable and the headphones
fold up and fold flat. It is the most comfortable
pair of headphones you can find.
They are similar to the QC 35 II, with no change
to the drivers. The noise cancellation could be
the best right now. According to Bose, there’s
a new electronics package that powers the
new ANC system, which now better muffles
“unwanted sounds in the midrange frequencies”
that you would often find.

Bang & Olufsen’s earlier Beoplay E8 earbuds are
good, but high price. The new Beoplay EQ are
also rather expensive, but they’re among the
very best true wireless earbuds available right
now, with top-notch sound, adaptive noisecancelling and a natural sounding transparency
mode. Multipoint Bluetooth pairing means
you can simultaneously connect them to a
smartphone and computer. They have three

Plush, Spacious & Relaxing.
Enjoy the comfort of Salon Vallée De Mai, the Air Seychelles Premium
Lounge designed for our Business Class and frequent flyer guests*.
To find out more, visit airseychelles.com
Terms & Conditions apply. Economy Class guests can access the lounge at our published
rate of USD45. *Please confirm your eligibility with your frequent flyer program.
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microphones on each bud and are good for
voice calling, though not exceptional.

High – end option – Apple Airpods Max.
Price: $470.00

shows (only works with iPhones and iPads
running iOS 14). They’re an excellent choice

The aluminium-shelled case opens and closes

when you want to make a call or listen to music

with precise smoothness. The buds are fairly

during your workout.

large and can stick out of your ears and are
suitable for sporting activities

Better-fitting Samsung – Samsung Galaxy
Buds 2. Price: $115.00

Battery life is rated at around 6.5 hours at
moderate volume levels, and you get an extra
two charges from the case, which has USB-C
and wireless charging.

Yes, they’re expensive, but the AirPods Max

The sound is big and dynamic with deep, well-

deliver richer, more detailed sound than lower-

defined bass and a wide soundstage. The mids

priced competitors from Bose and Sony. They

sound natural and the treble has nice sparkle

also feature arguably the best noise-cancelling

to it. They’re among the best-sounding true

with premium build quality and Apple’s virtual

wireless earbuds.

surround spatial audio feature for video
watching. While they’re heavy, they manage

True wireless noise-cancelling –
Bose QuietComfort earbuds. Price: $279.00

to be surprisingly comfortable. They should fit
most heads well, but there will be exceptions.

Available in four colours, the Samsung Galaxy
Buds 2 hew more closely to the newer Galaxy
Buds Pro and Galaxy Buds Live, both of which
have glossy curved designs and the same
compact charging case as this new model. In

Most discreet – Apple AirPods Pro.
Price: $210.00

fact, it’s the Buds 2’s design and fit – they’re
15% smaller and 20% lighter than the Buds Plus
– that make them a potentially more likable
alternative to the better-sounding Buds Pro.
Like the Buds Pro, the Buds 2 are equipped
with active noise-cancelling. That means all the
latest Galaxy Buds models now feature some

It took Bose quite a while to get them

form of active noise-cancelling. While the Buds

into stores, but the new noise-cancelling

2 look more like shrunken versions of the Buds

QuietComfort Earbuds are finally here. In
many ways, they’re excellent true wireless

Even if they don’t sound quite as magical as

Pro, they are more close to the Buds Live in that

earbuds, particularly when it comes to their

you’d hope a top end model would, the Apple

they barely stick out of your ears and are fairly

sound and to their noise-cancelling, which is

AirPods Pro still manage to be a great pair of

discreet. Because they sit more flush with your

arguably the best out there right now in a set

true-wireless earphones with noise cancellation.

ears – and have that curved design – they also

of earbuds. In performance they clearly have a

That’s largely due to their winning design and

pick up less wind noise. They’re IPX2 sweat-

leg up on Apple’s bestselling AirPods Pro true

fit, improved bass performance

resistant.

wireless noise-cancelling buds. However, the

and effective noise-

AirPods Pro’s smaller design, somewhat more

cancelling – and now

comfortable fit and superior voice-calling

they’ve been updated

capabilities make it hard to declare the Bose the

with spatial audio, a new

straight-up champ. Ultimately, it depends on

virtual-sound mode for

what your priorities are.

watching movies and TV
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the legendary valLée de mai
WORDS: ADRIAN SKERRETT
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M

ost visitors to Seychelles are drawn by the spell of famous
beaches and clear azure seas, or by dreams of magical islands
fringed with sighing palms; so it is perhaps a little ironic that
the nation’s number one visitor attraction is in the centre of the
second largest island, far from the sound and sight of the ocean. Yet if
there is one place to which a pilgrimage is almost mandatory for every
visitor it is the Vallée de Mai, a spellbinding and quite unique World
Heritage Site which is unlike anywhere else on earth.
You could think of the Vallée de Mai as a secret valley left behind
when the rest of the world moved on: part of earth’s dim, distant,
mythic memory. The atmosphere within has hypnotized visitors since
its discovery. Horne, visiting in 1870 wrote, “I can conceive of no
more antediluvian place in the world than that ravine.” Athol Thomas
agreed. “There was an atmosphere about the place. The stream had
been tinkling across the stones for centuries while the coco de mer
trees grew silently inch by inch. How many thousands of years had it
been like this?”
General Gordon felt he had the answer. “I found I think Eden in the
Seychelles Islands and the two trees of life and knowledge, both
very wonderful’’ he wrote. Gordon was fervently religious but had a
scientific mind. He was a friend of T.H. Huxley, who was undismayed
by Darwin’s theory of the origin of species and yet a firm believer in
biblical truths. In 1881, he was sent to Seychelles at the request of
the British Government to advise upon the defence of the islands.
Within a short time of his arrival at Mahé he concluded that land
defences would be absurd. Seychelles could only be protected by
sea power. Job done, Gordon set off to explore Praslin, where he had
heard a mysterious tree grew in a mysterious valley. Could this be the
legendary Garden of Eden?
Gordon believed it was. The Old Testament taught him that shapes
and objects had spiritual meaning. He believed there was a special
significance to the coco de mer trees of the Vallée de Mai. Writing
to Sir William Thiselton-Dyer at Kew Gardens he said, “The fruit is
shaped like the human heart, the bud or stem which attached it to the
branch is like the male organ of generation. When the husk is taken
off, the inner double nut is like the belly or thigh of a woman….In a
word, its lines are those of the male and female organs of generation.”
Gordon remarked upon the presence in the Vallée de Mai of breadfruit,
the tree of life, (unaware this was introduced to Seychelles) and of a
species of snake. In his design for a Seychelles coat of arms he showed
a snake ascending a coco de mer tree to fetch a fruit from the tree of
knowledge. He drew a map to illustrate his theory that “the Indian
Ocean was once a continent before flood” and the Vallée de Mai was
man’s lost Paradise.
Apart from an enduring legend which suitably befitted the enigmatic
beauty of Seychelles, Gordon’s Garden of Eden theory had another
more immediate impact. The Governor of Seychelles, impressed by
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Gordon’s passion, wrote to Lord Kimberley, the Colonial Secretary
urging that the Vallée de Mai be preserved and proposing that a learned
society raise the funds with “…which the coco de mer valley in the
possession of the old Scotch sailor Campbell might be bought.”
Today, the learned society charged with custodianship of the Vallée de
Mai is Seychelles Islands Foundation. SIF is a public trust established
by law to protect the nation’s two World Heritage Sites, Aldabra and
the Vallée de Mai and the President of Seychelles is it’s patron. Aldabra
is itself a remarkable and world-renowned natural treasure house
but its isolation means it has few visitors and therefore lacks a source
of regular income. Fortunately the Vallée de Mai provides sufficient
revenue to support the conservation and research at both locations. In
turn, the scientific techniques and skills learned by SIF staff at Aldabra
are transferred back to the Vallée de Mai.
Since 2020, in addition to the Vallée de Mai, Praslin’s Fond Ferdinand
Nature Reserve has come under the jurisdiction of SIF. Located at
Grande Anse, Fond Ferdinand covers an area about six times greater
than the Vallée de Mai. It is rich with a diversity of endemic animal and
plant species, including about as many coco de mer palms as its more
famous neighbour.
Current keystone research and projects by SIF include intensive black
parrot breeding monitoring, intensive control of highly invasive yellow
crazy ants which were damaging native fauna in the palm forest,
monitoring of reptiles, amphibians and molluscs and two new projects
to tackle threats to the coco de mer and develop a visitor management
system.
At the entrance there is a Visitor Centre. This is the base from which
a visit to the Vallée de Mai begins. Education is an important part of
the mission of SIF and an Education and Outreach Project Officer is
on hand to share the secrets of Seychelles’ natural environment with
visitors. “We want the Vallée de Mai Visitor Centre and Fond Ferdinand
to be a stepping stone not just to the incredible ecology of the palm
forest, but provide a better understanding of conservation and
environmental threats in general”, said SIF CEO, Dr Frauke FleischerDogley. “We hope that the international visitors who come to these
sites will leave impressed by what they have seen and learned, and
inspired to get involved in conservation and sustainable living at home.”
The education room is also the base for the “Friends of the Vallée de
Mai”, a grouping of conservation clubs established in Praslin schools
to educate and engage with the next generation. “We do a lot of work
with schools, especially on Praslin,” explains Frauke Fleischer-Dogley,
“because we believe it is essential that young people grow up with
an understanding of the importance of environmental protection
and conservation, of the need for sustainable resource use, and an
awareness that the environment, and especially the Vallée de Mai, is
central to culture, employment, community and society on Praslin.”

conservation

You could think of the Vallée de Mai
as a secret valley left behind when
the rest of the world moved on.
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Even if you have no interest in plants at all,
this is an awe-inspiring place. The dry leaflitter, feet thick, rustles as geckos scuttle by.
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There are signs that this strong investment in environmental education
in Seychelles is paying dividends. A study by Imperial College London
provided the first ever evidence from anywhere in the world that
environmental education can be transferred between generations
and affect behaviour. In other words, teach the kids to respect the
environment and they will teach their parents to do the same. “School
children in the Seychelles are fortunate to have a curriculum that
emphasises the teaching of environmental concepts across a broad
range of subjects,” said lead author of the study, Peter Damerell of
Imperial’s Department of Life Sciences.
SIF’s work to ensure visitor satisfaction was also recognised in 2012
with the award of a TripAdvisor Certificate of Excellence, after the
Vallée de Mai consistently achieved high scores from visitors, placing it
in the top 10 percent of global tourist attractions rated by the website.
Once inside the valley, you become a time-traveller. Almost
instinctively, most visitors begin to whisper, as though they are
wandering down the aisles of a great cathedral. The enormous leaves
of the coco de mer palms tower high above you like green Gothic
vaulting. Even if you have no interest in plants at all, this is an aweinspiring place. The dry leaf-litter, feet thick, rustles as geckos scuttle
by. Somewhere invisible streams tinkle, and the giant leaves clatter
in breezes that do not reach the shaded forest floor. Otherwise the
silence is broken only by the whistle of the Seychelles Black Parrot,
the national bird of Seychelles.
About a quarter of the trees in the valley are coco de mer palms and
almost half the remainder are other palms found only in Seychelles. The
coco de mer produces the longest leaves and the heaviest seeds in the
plant kingdom, the latter weighing 20 kilogrammes or more. In keeping
with the slow pace of life of the valley, palms take 15 to 50 years to
reach maturity and bear fruits which may take up to 9 months to
germinate. The male coco de mer grows to about 15 metres (but can be
considerably higher) and the female to 9.5 metres. This size difference
may aid wind pollination and also, a smaller female tree, heavily laden
with perhaps a dozen coco de mer nuts may be less susceptible to
being felled by high winds. Trees may live for 200 years or more and
legends tell of even greater longevity, though two centuries is quite
remarkable for a palm without any need for exaggeration. According to
Seychelles folklore, on stormy nights the male trees uproot themselves
and engage in passionate love-making with the female palms. Some
say that witnesses to this orgy are certain to die.
Before the discovery of Seychelles, a few coco de mer nuts were
washed up on Indian Ocean shorelines and so the myth was created
that this ‘coconut of the sea’ came from a tree which grew on the
sea bed. For centuries the nuts commanded high prices because no
one knew where to find them. Only in the eighteenth century, when
the islands were mapped and settled, was the secret of the source of
the nuts revealed. The market was quickly flooded so that one trader,

SIF’s work to ensure visitor satisfaction was
also recognised in 2012 with the award of a
TripAdvisor Certificate of Excellence.
Charles Casulo, set fire to the forest in an attempt to keep his prices
high. Fortunately, somehow, the Vallée de Mai survived.
Other endemic palms found here include thief palm (latannyen fey),
with its broad, undivided leaves which got its English name from
the fact that the first specimen sent to Europe was stolen from Kew
Botanical Gardens. Millipede palm (latannyen milpat) has divided
leaves, reminiscent of the legs of a millipede. Palmiste (palmis) is a
splendid, tall palm with a green edible shoot near its tip. This was the
source of millionaires’ salad, so called because an entire tree had to be
sacrificed to obtain it and the species became endangered. It is now
protected and today the palmiste on the menu of some restaurants
comes from the shoots of coconut trees. Finally, the latannyen oban,
the baby of the group has a slender trunk and is of diminutive stature.
Seychelles Black Parrots nest in holes in rotten trees and walking along
the nature trail you may see artificial nest boxes, made from hollowed
out coconut palms, which have been erected by SIF. Other endemic
birds to be seen include the Seychelles Blue Pigeon and Seychelles
Bulbul while from the viewpoint on the trail, the Seychelles Swiftlet
can be seen hawking for insects above the trees.
The preservation of the Vallée de Mai for future generations is no
small achievement. Seychelles, despite its small size, is the only
country on earth that donates the entire income from its number
one visitor attraction to nature conservation. “SIF is responsible for
the management, conservation and research of the Vallée de Mai,”
says Frauke Dogley “But we are quite clear that our role is that of a
custodian. The Vallée de Mai belongs to all the people of Seychelles
and the world and we want to spread this sense of ownership – and
the responsibilities that come with it – as widely as possible.”

HOW TO VISIT
For the safety of visitors and staff of SIF during the
current COVID-19 pandemic, visits to the Vallée de
Mai including the size of groups are being controlled.
Preferably visitors should book a tour through a local
agency or contact SIF directly at least one day in advance
during working hours, by WhatsApp number
+248 2595400 or call the visitor centre on
+248 4236220 or contact via email: vdmadmin@sif.sc
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5 reasons why
Seychelles is the social distancing destination of your dreams
WORDS: SANDRA BONNELAME

S

eychelles’ natural beauty has fascinated travellers for
centuries but this archipelago of 155 islands, many of
which still slumber in their original, pristine state, offers
great diversity besides. Look no further for five reasons as to
why Seychelles should be the dream destination to consider
isolating yourself in.
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1

True communion with nature
Lush, dramatic landscapes, unspoilt nature, powder-soft white sand and crystal-clear turquoise water; this is the Seychelles, wild, rustic
and unapologetically raw in its natural charm. With coastal mangrove forests, splendid parks, nature reserves and a reincarnated Eden
that is home to the more than fifty endemic plants and trees, including the rare coco de mer palm, the Seychelles islands offer so much
to explore. The many nature sanctuaries with their tropical forest surrounds exhibit the richness and wealth of the islands which also
provide once in a lifetime activities to experience such as zip-lining. Seychelles is also proudly host to some of the most amazing nature
walks and trails in the Indian Ocean, with some islands walkable in just over an hour and others in much less and where it is easy to
discover the exceptional biodiversity, castaway beaches and unspoilt marine national parks.
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Ultimate reconnection with self
Even in the Seychelles, you will never be too far from an authentic signature Spa treatment as Seychelles is home to some of the most
world-renowned spas and will always remain a destination that creates a special place to relax and rejuvenate mind, body and soul.
Health and wellness centres, spas and retreats continue to spring up all over the islands, making for a remarkable portfolio of local spas,
some attached to major resorts and hotels, while others are stand-alones speckled about the islands. The locally-inspired, customised
treatments, divine massages and everything in-between is a simple extension of the natural Seychelles ambience where local, scented
herbal oils, scrubs, detox baths, wraps and revitalising wet-treatments are a faithful reflection of the islands’ rejuvenating powers.
From infinity pools overlooking the ocean to oceanfront spa sanctuary villas with steam rooms, the Seychelles islands have the spa
and wellness seal of approval for all the right reasons.

2
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Luxurious sanctuary of solitude
Out of the 155-island archipelago, no two islands are
the same. Every island has its own hidden gem, mustsee attractions, beautiful beaches and not-to-miss
experiences.
The growing number of elegant hotels, comfortable
apartments, luxurious resorts and authentic
guesthouses can cater to all tastes and budgets.
With modern infrastructure, amenities and great
entertainment whether you are a solo traveller, a
couple, or a family, the Seychelles islands welcome
and indulge every traveller’s passions.

3
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When it comes to our beaches, again every island has
its signature shores, ranging from the liveliest to most
secluded, romantic coves protected from prevailing
winds. Some stretch long, deserted and bordered with
wild coconut trees while others are picture-perfectly
blessed small half-moon strands with massive smooth
boulders and navy-blue lagoons.
In an island archipelago of 155 islands, endowed with
so many beaches, you will never miss the chance to
find your idea of the perfect beach.

relax

4

Cultural experience
The most valuable thing Seychelles has to offer is its culture; the jewel in its crown which is a major attraction most people worldwide
undeniably want to experience. Visitors travelling to the Seychelles travel to experience the places, artefacts and activities that truly
represent the stories and people of the past and present.
Our heritage is very much coloured by the languages, customs and practices enriched from many continents; Seychelles has always
been referred to as a melting pot of cultures that have not only brought with them their own customs and values but also their faiths
and beliefs.
So, unquestionably, being a melting pot of traditions from all over the world, from its national heritage monuments, bustling markets,
colonial-style mansions, museums and natural wonders, to the diversity of its arts and other cultural activities, Seychelles offers an
Aladdin’s cave of rich experiences for visitors to enjoy.
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5
do your own thing
Island hopping is one of the biggest activities of Seychelles and not many people realise that private boats can be hired to create the
perfect getaway experience.Sailing within the inner islands makes for the best possible way of enjoying the many natural wonders
of Seychelles; a memorable yacht cruising vacation. So whether you wish to take the opportunity to rent a yacht on your own or sail
your very own boat, taking to the ocean for several days and fishing for your own meals with or without the option of a guide or crew,
is an opportunity that should not be missed. The most beautiful bays, the best diving spots, reefs and other highlights will leave you
with plenty of tales to tell, long after leaving our island archipelago.
And then there is golf! There are precious few places in the world that allow you to play this ‘solo’ sport in such sublime natural
surrounds as the Seychelles Islands, home to impressive state-of-the art golf courses. Surrounded by stunning mountainside and
ocean vistas, golf becomes a near-surreal experience as you perfect your swing into a world of cobalt skies, swaying coconut palms
and shimmering sapphire waters.
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Discover the best of the

Seychelles

Enjoy a bird’s eye view of the Seychelles
islands with the Air Seychelles scenic flight.
The Seychelles islands, a living museum of nature and a sanctuary
for some of the rarest species of flora and fauna on earth. Let us take you
to the sky and see places not accessible by foot.
Discover magnificent boulders, lush tropical greens of the mountains or simply be amazed
with long strings of beaches and crystal clear blue seas on our 30 minutes scenic flight to the
North or South of Mahé.
For more information, please email hmcharters@airseychelles.com or call +248 439 1000.

airseychelles.com
Wind surfing is a popular sport.
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Le Parc by Tashas
Since opening her first restaurant in 2006, Natasha Sideris’ chain of
boutique cafés has blossomed into a remarkable success story, and
today counts 22 stores in both South Africa and Dubai.
And in mid-2021 this dynamic entrepreneur took an elegant step forward
with the opening of Le Parc by Tashas in Johannesburg’s upscale Hyde Park
shopping centre.
This new incarnation blends the fresh uncomplicated fare that’s made
Tashas a household name, with a sophisticated retail section – everything
from home ware to fine foods – that brings a little French joie de vivre into
Jozi. That European flair extends to the menu; where Calamari Provençal,
French onion soup or Butternut pansotti will tempt you.
“It’s an experience, and one which I think people need,” Natasha adds.
“It’s not just a come and dine and go place anymore… it’s a step inside
a whimsical world,” says Sideris. “There are not a lot of places where
you can dine and shop, this is the whole experience.”
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The Test Kitchen Carbon
It’s no understatement to say that chef Luke Dale Roberts put Africa on the
map when it comes to the world of fine dining. After opening in Cape Town
in 2011, The Test Kitchen Carbon spent a decade as the leading restaurant
on the continent, winning awards and acclaim at home and abroad, before
closing in September 2021.
This year sees The Test Kitchen Carbon arise from the ashes, bringing Dale
Roberts’ adventurous brand of fine dining to Johannesburg. Set in the buzzy
restaurant hub of Rosebank, The Test Kitchen Carbon dishes up a multicourse menu of bite-size dishes and small plates, global in flavour but with
a notable Asian bent. It’s an intimate space – just 45 diners – with the best
seats up at the signature yellowwood counter, where diners can watch the
brigade of chefs at work. Book well in advance.
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The Shortmarket Club
Across the road from The Test Kitchen Carbon is another of Dale Roberts’
transplants from Cape Town. In its leather banquettes and elegant
chandeliers there’s an old-school charm to The Shortmarket Club – décor
courtesy of talented designer Sandalene Roberts – yet the kitchen shows
no shortage of contemporary creativity. It’s a menu that leans heavily
towards upscale bistro-style cuisine, amid a smattering of small-plates,
infused as ever with Dale Roberts’ love for Asian flavours.
To start, don’t miss the beef tataki with miso broth, or line fish in hoisin
sambal dressing. Mains divide their time between Europe and Asia, from
the gnocchi in Gorgonzola cream, to the pork belly with coconut and
lemongrass. Can’t decide? There’s an excellent tasting menu on offer
© Charli Davies
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too. The wine list here is especially good, with pioneering South African
producers alongside international cellars.

foodie

Zioux
Chef David Higgs is something of a household name in Johannesburg,
thanks to his remarkable live-fire restaurant Marble, and modern-Italian
eatery Saint. Now he takes his considerable talents to South America with
the opening of Zioux in the business hub of Sandton.
Before you even look at the menu you’ll be bowled over by the bold décor;
a remarkable take on African art nouveau blending the gravity of a London
members’ club with the colour and energy of Africa. The décor is thanks to
interior designer Irene Kyriacou, who worked with a roll call of leading local
artists and designers, incorporating chandeliers by designer Thabisa Mjo to
handmade brass pieces by Coote & Wenche.
But drag your eyes from the décor and down to the menu, where Higgs
plays with the traditional flavours and techniques of Mexico and Peru.
There is, of course, a selection of excellent ceviche using local line fish,
whether it’s Cape Salmon tiradito with coconut tiger’s milk, or the
Swordfish with capers and yellow habanero.
It’s not all global though, and Higgs has done well to integrate authentic
local dishes and produce. A highlight is the humble oxtail vetkoek,
reinvented here with tamarind, ginger, jalapeño and spring onion salsa.
The focus is firmly on small plates, encouraging diners to share and
explore, with a few larger dishes for those of hearty appetite. To drink?
Look no further than the creative cocktail menu by mixologist George
Hunter. Don’t miss the signature Agua de Mee-Hee-Ko, which arrives in a
glass embraced by a beaded chameleon.
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The Marabi Club
Smooth jazz meets sultry flavours at The Marabi
Club, where celebrated South African chef
Katlego Mlambo has run a wildly successful popup restaurant since January.
Long famous for its speakeasy styling, this
atmospheric club comes replete with a stylish
cigar lounge and vintage décor. Blending period
style with smooth jazz, it’s a popular hangout
for music-loving locals. And now it’ll draw
gastronomes too, as Mlambo whips up a menu
that blends contemporary global flavours with
IMAGES COURTESY OF RICHARDS HOLMES + UKKŌ + THE MARABI CLUB + ZIOUX + THE SHORT MARKET CLUB + THE TEST KITCHEN CARBON + LE PARC

African inspiration.
While regulars love the Thai-style oysters and
fish tacos, first-time diners won’t want to miss
Mlambo’s legendary African carrot dish in all its
spicy, pickled glory. Seafood takes centre stage
in a plate of fried calamari tubes served with
Mlambo’s homemade atchar, miso mayo and
tamarind dressing.
Hailed as one of the finest jazz venues in the
city, The Marabi Club is situated in the vibrant
Maboneng Precinct, drawing a hip young crowd
into the inner city. And if you can’t bear to leave,
you’re in luck. In the floors above The Marabi
Club you’ll find Hallmark House, an all-suite
boutique hotel designed by the award winning
Ghanaian-British architect Sir David Adjaye.
Refreshed in 2021, the hotel now features bold
murals and artworks by leading African artists,
Mash T, Houtlander, Nelson Makamo and
Maxhosa by Laduma.
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Ukkō
Hospitality entrepreneur Mun Manal is no stranger to the restaurant business, and brings his considerable expertise to bear on this small-plate dining
destination in Bryanston.
Named for ‘Ukkonen’, a Finnish mythology referencing the god of the sky, weather and harvest, “the name Ukkō is an extension of the idea of a space
where people come together to celebrate special moments” says Manal.
To help you celebrate you’ll find a globetrotting menu that spans small plates of stylish Mediterranean tapas with excellent sushi and a strong mixology
component. The signature Raw Bar dishes up superb slivers of salmon and tuna, alongside beef tataki and Peruvian ceviche. For something more
indulgent, embrace the selection of small plates, with an extensive choice of Mediterranean-inspired tapas. Think roasted bone marrow pangrattato, or
prawn croquettes, while Asian flavours come to the fore in the inspired sushi menu. To drink? Look for the signature cocktails like Akka, Ukkō’s female
counterpart, which blends vodka, strawberry, rose essence and lime.

Flight information: www.airseychelles.com
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family fun

in the sun

It may be heaven for honeymooners, but the island of Mauritius truly
earns its stripes as a destination for family travellers. If you’re planning
a multi-generational island holiday, use our handy top 10 list to
ensure you discover the very best of Ile Maurice…
WORDS: RICHARD HOLMES
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Hit the beach
Well, that’s obvious, of course. Mauritius has some of the finest beaches the Indian Ocean has to offer, with powdery sands lapped by warm azure
seas. And while it may be tempting to settle in at your chosen resort, you’d be missing out by not exploring further afield.
In the winter months your best bet for sun and sand is in the west, where the likes of Flic en Flac and Trou aux Biches are sheltered from the wind,
with safe and calm waters for swimming. In the north, the beaches at Mont Choisy and Péreybère are especially popular with locals, while on the
east coast Belle Mare is a gem. It’s one of the longest beaches on all of Mauritius, and arguably the most beautiful.

A dip with dolphins
The warm waters that surround the island are famed for
their abundance of marine life, and on the west coast
travellers can enjoy the unforgettable experience of
snorkeling with pods of wild dolphins. Most excursions are
centred on the coastline near Tamarin and Black River, with
boat cruises whisking travellers out to the deeper waters at
the edge of the fringing reef.
It’s here that playful pods of resident Spinner Dolphins
are to be found, and guests can enjoy an unforgettable
morning snorkeling above these remarkable free-roaming
mammals. If leaping into the deep blue feels a little
adventurous, these west coast waters are also the best
place in Mauritius for whale watching, with humpback
whales migrating past from July to November.
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The charms of Chamarel
From its coral reefs to volcanic
peaks, the geology of Mauritius
is endlessly fascinating for
family travellers, and nowhere
more so than the unforgettable
Chamarel 7-Coloured Earth
Geopark in the south of the
island.
This remarkable geological
formation showcases a
rainbow of earthy reds, blues
and purples as the sunlight
and shadows create colourful
optical illusions across the
landscape. On the road to the
Geopark you’ll also find the
viewpoint for the dramatic
Chamarel waterfall, while a
three-hour walking trail leads
to the base of the waterfall,
and some of the island’s most
remarkable wild swimming.

Botanical bounty
Stop in at the Sir Seewoosagur Ramgoolam Botanical Gardens – often simply referred to as the Pamplemousses Gardens, after the name of the nearest
town – to discover one of the world’s botanical treasures.
Planted in the early-1700s as a vegetable garden for the neighbouring Mon Plaisir Château, today the highlight is the long pond filled with enormous
Victoria amazonica water lilies. Alongside these watery giants you’ll also find a variety of palm trees, as well as spices, ebony and the all-important sugar
cane. Independent guides can be hired at the gate to the gardens, if needed.
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A sweet adventure
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It’s impossible to ignore the fields of waving sugar cane that dominate the Mauritian landscape, and in a very real sense it is sugar that has sweetened
the fortunes of the island for centuries. If you’d like to teach the family a little more about how this humble grass rose to define an island, stop by the
excellent L’Aventure du Sucre in Pamplemousses. Set within the Beau Plan Sugar Estate, the museum is housed in an old sugar factory, and through
authentic machinery and interactive exhibits offers visitors an immersive glimpse into the world of sugar.

Soak up some history
While the beaches and lush forested hills of Mauritius offer endless
entertainment for the entire family, don’t leave without discovering some
of the island’s history. Start in the capital city of Port Louis, where the stone
walls of Aapravasi Ghat have centuries of tales to tell. This is the
‘Ellis Island’ of Mauritius, built in 1849 to receive indentured labourers
from India, Eastern Africa, Madagascar and China.
The island’s lucrative sugar industry was built on the back of their toils,
and the influence of these early migrants is still felt today across the
island’s culture and cuisine. It’s with good reason that the site is inscribed
40/Silhouette/APRIL - JUNE 2022

on the UNESCO list of World Heritage Sites, and the on-site museum and
interpretation centre does an excellent job of telling the migrants’ stories, and
the impact they had on the future prosperity of the island.
Across the island, on the south-east coast, there is a rich maritime heritage
to discover. It’s here, at Vieux Grand Port, where the Dutch landed in the
17th-century, ruling the island for almost 100 years; a story well told in the
simple Frederik Hendrick Museum. Not far off the Mahebourg Historical
Naval Museum celebrates the seafaring history of the island in the imposing
Château Gheude, a national heritage building dating back to 1772.

destination

Set sail
You’ll want to do some seafaring of
your own while on Mauritius, and the
best way to get the family on the water
is to book a catamaran trip exploring
the calm waters of the island’s fringing
lagoon. It’s an excellent way to discover
untouched coral reefs, and swim in
sparkling waters away from the main
beaches. Most cruises also include a
generous seafood lunch on board, with
snorkeling gear available for underwater
adventuring.
You’ll find accessible half-and full-day
catamaran excursions on offer across
the island, although the excursions
departing from Trou D’eau Douce to
explore the wide lagoon in the southeast are amongst the most popular.
Trips often include a speedboat
excursion to see the waterfalls on the
Grand River, with time spent on the
beautiful beaches of Ile aux Cerfs.
From Mahebourg, day-trips explore
the incredible coral reefs of the Blue
Bay Marine Park, including a visit to
the Ile Aux Aigrettes. In the north, fullday cruises from Grande Baie to the
impressive Gabriel island offer a chance
to truly set sail on the Indian Ocean.

Tall peak with a sorry tale
Visiting another of the island’s
memorable heritage sites requires
a little more effort, but is equally
rewarding. Dominating the
landscape of the south-west, the
dramatic monolith of Le Morne
Brabant is ideal if you’re after an
adventurous day out in Mauritius.
Declared as a UNESCO World
Heritage Site for its links to the
island’s slave trade, it’s a challenging
walk to reach the summit, but
excellent local guides are on hand
to lead the way. Your reward at the
top is an unforgettable panorama
of the island.

Island style
If you’re not staying in a resort with easy access to water-sports, a day
on Ile aux Cerfs offers the glamour and facilities of a resort-stay, just a
short speedboat ride from shore. The idyllic beaches here are fringed with
restaurants dishing up global and island cuisine, while water-sports kiosks
offer an array of activities, from glass-bottom boat tours to water-skiing.

Forest splendour
There’s more wonderful hiking for the whole family in the Black River
Gorges National Park. Conserving more than 6700-hectares of the
interior, this is the largest national park in Mauritius, and is worldfamous for its cascading waterfalls, forested peaks and panoramic
views. The Park is home to a wide range of indigenous flora, but is
just as famous for its endemic birdlife.
It’s a conservation area that is surprisingly easy to discover, thanks
to a network of hiking trails that criss-cross the reserve. However,
although it’s possible to explore on your own, if you’re not an
experienced hiker, consider hiring a local trekking guide or joining
an escorted tour.

Flight information: www.airseychelles.com
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TIMNA PARK
Where the past is always present
WORDS: PETER HOLTHUSEN
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I

n a country as sunny as Israel, there’s no excuse for sequestering yourself
away indoors. While her historical cities offer endless options for what
to see and do, it is always nice to take a city break and venture out into
the great outdoors! Given its contrasting landscapes, Israel delivers a range
of diverse options, so pack your bags, grab your walking shoes, and venture
out to discover its abundant wildlife, admire its spectacular scenery and
explore its natural wonders.
Stretching to cover half of Israel’s landmass, but home to only eight
percent of its population, the harsh, searing beauty of the Negev Desert is
an alluring but sparse corner of the country. It appeals to the adventurous
traveller and beach-lover in equal measure.
In the Negev, a narrow side road leads to a valley ringed by red, purple
and brown cliffs. Now part of the Timna National Park, this desolate
valley is famous for its jagged landscape carved by wind and water over
many millennia. Tourists and geologists alike come here to admire rock
formations shaped like giant mushrooms, elegant pillars and delicate
sandstone arches.
The tortured topography of Timna Park, near the Red Sea resort of Eilat,
is one of the most beautiful corners of the Negev. Raw and rugged desert
scenery at its best, the landscapes here have a visceral quality, which
enchants all who visit, with towering cliffs and wind eroded boulders,
seemingly cast adrift between vast tracts of multi-hued sand.
Located in the centre of the Edom Valley, in the Arava, approximately
25 kilometres north of Eilat, Timna Park is considered one of the largest
national parks in Israel. This spectacular Park spreads out over an
approximate land area of 70,000 dunams (larger than Tel Aviv), and is
home to some of the most famous geological sites and rock formations
on Earth, the majority of which can be explored on foot, bicycle, and car.
This whole area is rich in copper ore and has been mined here since the 5th
millennium BCE. Recent archaeological excavations in the region indicated
that mines in the Timna Valley were probably part of the ancient Kingdom
of Edom and worked by the Edomites, widely regarded as biblical foes of
the Israelites, during the 10th century BCE, the period of King Solomon.
One of the largest attractions in the south of the country, the Park, which
is set in a beautifully majestic desert landscape, has an amazing history and
geology, and a number of rather unexpected activities too, including those
on the lake (yes, a lake in the desert!). Timna Park covers about 15,000
acres in a horseshoe-shaped valley encircled by steep cliffs, with Mount
Timna in the centre, the world’s first ever copper mine, rising 1486 feet
(447 metres) above the surrounding valley.
The most striking and well-known formation in the Timna Park are King
Solomon’s Pillars. The pillars are natural structures that were formed by
centuries of water erosion through fractures in the sandstone cliffs until it
became a series of distinct, pillar-shaped monoliths. Today, the pillars serve
as a backdrop for evening concerts and dance performances in the Park
during the summer.
Another imposing rock formation is The Mushroom, which is an unusual
monolithic, mushroom-shaped, red sandstone pillar known as a ‘hoodoo’.
The mushroom shape was caused by wind, humidity, and water erosion
over centuries, and is surrounded by copper ore smelting sites from
between the 14th and 12th centuries BCE.
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Tourists and geologists alike come here to
admire rock formations shaped like giant
mushrooms, elegant pillars and delicate
sandstone arches.

Along the western cliff of the valley, you will find a series of natural arches,
which were also formed by erosion, but they are not as rare as King Solomon’s
Pillars and The Mushroom, for very similar geological formations can be found
elsewhere in the world, such as those magnificent structures located in the
United States within the famous Arches National Park in Utah.
Many people visit the Timna National Park to admire its other-worldly rock
formations, but the full story of this remarkable place can only be experienced
by heading underground. Here, thousands of mining shafts and tunnels were
painstakingly bored to harvest the copper embedded in the stone.
A number of these mines are now open to visitors, where you can follow
the horizontal turquoise veins of copper that snake through the ground,
observing as you descend, the vertical scores on the walls left by the stone
tools used by the miners to carve out the cavity, thousands of years ago.
The recently opened Visitors Centre illustrates the importance of the
Park’s geological, historical, and archaeological sites, using state-of-theart advanced technological features. Sites display archaeological remains

destination

of King Solomon’s Pillars, the Arches, the Chariots, the famous Mushroom
Rock, the Temple of Hat’hor, and the ‘Hill of the Slaves’, which offer visitors
an exciting opportunity to travel back in time to an era in which the world’s
most ancient copper mines operated in Timna, thousands of years ago.

the odds, Roman, Bedouin and Jewish communities have each carved out

The Park has recently undergone a ‘facelift’, placing it in line with other
national parks abroad. In addition to the Park’s historical and scientific
importance, Timna also offers unique recreation options, combining ancient
times with modern accommodation and leisure facilities. The new, upgraded
Timna Park, opens its gates to visitors of all ages, adults, children, science
and nature lovers and adrenaline sports addicts, offering them an exclusive
and experiential vacation with educational benefits, among unparalleled
breathtaking views.

metal, and for thousands of years the only one that was significantly used

At first appearing featureless, vast and inhospitable, the desert has for
millennia been inhabited in the most ingenious ways. Temperatures top out
at 50°C in the summer, with zero precipitation, while the winter months see
the occasional torrential flash floods destroy anything in its path. Yet against

their little slice of this beautiful desert to create thriving societies.
More than 6,000 years ago, in the late 5th millennium BCE, man began to
extract metal from rock and use it for his own needs. Copper was the first
by humans. In a long and difficult process, ancient man learned where to
look for minerals that contained copper, how to mine them, how to extract
the metal and how to make tools and other useful objects from them.
This process took place in many parts of the world and at different times,
especially in Egypt, Cyprus, Chile and Israel. However, the world’s oldest
copper mines were discovered here in Timna Park. The remains and
testimonies tell the story from its gradual inception with all the difficulties,
failures and successes, and are reflected in all the artifacts and offerings,
engravings and rock paintings, tombs and archaeological evidence found at
the residential and craft sites.
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Evidence of copper extraction activities in Timna was first discovered in
1845, with monumental piles of slag – the ‘industrial waste’ of copper
smelting. In 1940, during the days of ruling under the controversial British
Mandate, the celebrated American rabbi, academic, and archaeologist
Nelson Glueck (pronounced Glick), dated most of the mining and extraction
of copper in Timna to the 10th century BCE, and believed that these were
King Solomon’s Mines. A systematic archaeological study was subsequently
conducted in and around the Jordan Valley from 1959 onwards by the Arava
expedition led by Professor Beno Rothenberg, who emphasised that most of
the mining here was probably performed during the Egyptian era. Modern
research tells us the story of copper mining and production, from the first
human attempts to extract metal from the rock in the Chalcolithic Period
or so-called ‘Copper Age’ (3300-4500 BCE), through the development
of knowledge and methods of mining and production from generation
to generation, until the cessation of activity in the early Arab era and the
golden age of Islam.

Red Sea resort of Eilat, and to the bucolic mountain plateau of the
Golan Heights. Now it turns out that when it comes to curiosity
and passion, Israel has maintained its appeal to travellers in the
post-pandemic era.

Before the coronavirus temporarily ended foreign tourism in Israel almost
completely, the country experienced an unprecedented tourism boom.
In addition to breaking records for tourist arrivals and the opening of a
plethora of new hotels, Israel achieved top billing on many ‘must-see’
destination lists, from the breathtaking Negev and Judean deserts, to the

With its abundance of natural wonders, Israel is a fascinatingly beautiful
and beguiling nation quite unlike anywhere else on Earth, a country whose
history and culture can be heard in the whispering of the wind along the
hallowed walls of its iconic landmarks, where every stone tells a wondrous
story of its long and tumultuous past.
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This arid stretch of southern Israel literally brings the past alive: it’s home
to the bohemian, Bedouin-influenced city of Be’er Sheva, a peak rumoured
to be the biblical Mount Sinai, and amber canyons and concealed valleys
that make for amazing hikes. Sinai or not, Mount Karkom’s 7,000-year-old
rock carvings will tempt the amateur historian; while farther south, the
renowned agriculturalist Elaine Solowey is cultivating dozens of threatened
or endangered plants, such as ancient date palms from 2,000-year-old
seeds found during the excavations of Masada in the 1960s, which will be
planted in a special garden, due to open to the public in 2022.
Nearby, enterprising vintners have revived a long-dead Nabataean wine
region by using more innovative approaches to grape growing, like grafting
them onto vines that can withstand higher levels of saline.
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malé fish mart

The Maldives most thrilling auction
WORDS: PETER HOLTHUSEN
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t is dusk as ‘Mai Easa’ slips away from her moorings in Malé North Harbour. She streams
along the edge of the breakwater, carefully avoiding the Hulhulé ferry, but it is not long
before skipper. Sonu Moosa has spotted a shoal of bluefin trevally. He is less than a
couple of kilometres offshore and the twinkling lights of Malé’s sheltered harbour are still
clearly visible. The ring net is cast and the shoal captured. Carefully he brings the net into
the boat where he and his crew brail the fish into tanks of iced water, which rapidly cools
their temperature and ensures that they stay in the best possible condition for the capital’s
fish market.
Later they will be packed into boxes of ice before being landed. The whole process has taken
only a few hours. The catch has been good enough to meet the demands of Sonu’s valued
customers, and he is back in Malé just after midnight in plenty of time for the opening of
the market.
If you wish to catch a glimpse of Maldivian daily life, look no further than the Malé Fish
Market. This unique attraction is the commercial epicentre of arguably the country’s most
important industry after tourism: fishing. Located along the inner harbour on the north
side of the island, just west of Republic Square and a mere two blocks away from the
local market, the vibrant, bustling fish market is the soul of Malé, the hub of commercial
activities, and is always overcrowded with people. Here, the foot traffic peaks in the
afternoon as fishermen from every atoll in the archipelago sail right up to the edge of the
market in their traditional Dhoni fishing boats and unload their daily catch.
With a dozen or more men, these brightly-coloured fishing boats will stay out at sea for
up to a month. The market then takes on a life of its own, with boats unloading massive
skipjack and yellowfin tuna, as well as grouper, swordfish, marlin, bonito, shark, red snapper,
dolphin fish, and barracuda.
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Another draw of the market is watching the workers fillet and clean the fish on the slipperytiled floor of the complex, as top Maldivian chefs, restaurateurs and regular consumers vie
for the very best cuts. Tuna buyers barter with merchants, clutching fists of rufiyaa bills and
hoping for a good deal. The biggest tuna catches are sold to the canneries, which dice and
can the monster fish for export and local sale.
With a population of just over half a million people and a land area of 8.30 square
kilometres, Malé is the capital and most populous city in the Republic of Maldives. It is also
one of the most densely populated cities in the world. Yet under its veneer of urban bustle,
the city remains a surprisingly down-to-earth, manageable place, with a busy seaport, a
fascinating mixture of African, Arabic and Indian influences with extremely close ties to its
Tamil roots.
We arrived at the fish market at about 6.30am. Things were just getting underway, even the
robust crew of ‘Mai Easa’ were just beginning to offload their catch of the night. The market
was already beginning to buzz with life!
As soon as the sun made its appearance over the harbour, Malé’s fish market instantly
becomes more lively. People pour through the gates of the market, ready to throw down
their money at one of the many fish auction tables that abound there. By 7.00am, the
bustling market was blanketed with the organised chaos for which the city is renowned.
Groups huddled around colourful fish auction tables, depending on the size and type of fish
they intended to place their bids.
Being an atoll nation in the middle of the Indian Ocean, fish is quite understandably such
an important commodity of the Republic of Maldives. It is not surprising, therefore, that
Malé, the capital and most populous city in the archipelago has a separate fish market. We
expected a big building, with many stalls; instead, most of the fish are placed on the floor.
Ahead of us we see an old fisherman squatting over his catch and arranging them in neat
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rows. People are standing around him, considering a buy, or
just comparing quality. A little further on, there is a scuffle
going on, where a stack of yellowfin tuna lies resplendent
on the wet tiled floor.
Yellowfin and skipjack are two tuna species commonly
caught in the Indian Ocean and the most impressive to see
being hauled off the fishing boats due to their immense size.
They are caught in the traditional way by the hook-andpole method, where fishermen rely on skill, brawn and good
old-fashioned luck in hooking the tuna.
The big fish are traded quickly, and often dragged to the
counters on the side of the market. Here, a row of men are
constantly cleaning the fish. We stand there for a while,
watching them. They know what they are doing: apparently
without hesitation, or even thinking about it, they cut
off the fins, cut off the head, remove the intestines, skin
the remains; in a matter of minutes a large tuna has been
transformed into a collection of clean chunks of meat.
Someone waiting for his tuna to be cleaned explains that he
buys for hotels and safari boats. He adds that the market is
very busy today because of a good catch of prized bluefin
tuna, a high-value species.

IMAGES COURTESY OF PETER HOLSTHUSEN + WIKIMEDIA + USPLASH,COM

In recent years, the tuna fishing industry in the Maldives
has become more efficient, using tuna waste and residue
to be processed into fishmeal, an animal food supplement,
further contributing to the economy. The industry has also
been helped by The State Trading Organisation (STO) which
rebuilt the thriving tuna cannery plant on the island of
Felivaru, updating the technology and adding a laboratory
for research and quality control.
The fish market of Malé runs all day, and the supply is
continuous. When we come back to the trading floor, a blue
marlin has arrived, together with some other big fish I could
not identify, but they clearly attracted the attention of some
passing Japanese tourists. There doesn’t seem to be a lot of
haggling going on, so we take a short walk outside, where
we see more tuna being carried, as well as fishermen in small
boats selling their catch directly to people on the quay.
Fishing is the lifeblood of the archipelago with about 30
percent of the population working in the industry, with
around 22,000 individuals involved in full-time fishing
activities. The Maldivian waters are home to an abundance
of aquatic life and thousands of species of fish, ranging from
small types such as snapper, squirrel fish and parrot fish, to
large pelagic fish like grouper, giant trevally, wahoo, dorado,
swordfish and tuna. Fishing is a vital source of income for
the country, which stems from both commercial and leisure
fishing, and many of the islands having fishing-specific
resorts that cater for leisure fishing vacations.
Leisure fishing is a popular tourist attraction in the Maldives
with hundreds of enthusiastic anglers coming to the
country to catch a variety of fish species. Renowned for
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The big fish are traded quickly,
and often dragged to the counters
on the side of the market.

being one of the best big game fishing destinations in the
world, the archipelago is home to hundreds of pelagic fish in
addition to the ‘Big Six’.
Unfortunately, there has been exploitation and overfishing
of the marine system in the Maldives for decades. However,
there are now various conservation projects and plans in
place in an attempt to recover from the damage caused by
these actions.
The Maldives has strict fishing regulations that are widely
enforced to maintain fish stocks for the livelihood of the
local people. Reef fishing is strictly prohibited in marine
reserves, and offenders risk penalties of up to 30.000
Maldivian rufiyaa ($2000) to protect the valuable reef.
Any visitor to the Maldives who is interested in fish, an
abundance of seafood, cooking, or simply dining at one
of the capital’s vibrant street food stalls, should make
a determined effort to visit the fish market. It’s a Malé
institution and it is possibly under threat – there has been
talk of expanding it because the ageing infrastructure
cannot really handle the volume of traffic and certainly
not the number of tourists who flock there, so I would urge
you to chart a course for this Indian Ocean Paradise, whose
culture, crafts and traditions have been shaped by the seas
that surround it.
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ndian pickles are a treat: spicy, salty and indescribably
delicious. They are served at most Indian meals, but
taste especially amazing with dal (lentils) and rice. If

you’ve been to an Indian restaurant, you’ve probably had
some served to you alongside poppadum and chutney.

unfortunate not to try making a version at home that
would have the added probiotic benefit.
Unfortunately, in India, too, making homemade pickles is a
dying art and there are not many good recipes online.

Indian pickles (which are easy to find at Indian grocery

Like most things in India preferences and preparations
differ slightly between regions. Spicier pickles are usually
found in Telangana and Andhra Pradesh, and unripe mango

shops), fall terribly short when compared to a homemade

or tamarind green or red chillies is a constant throughout

pickle. Not only does homemade pickles taste much better,

and other popular ingredients across the subcontinent

it also has something that those off-the-shelf versions,

include gooseberry, lemon, lime and carrot.

which are heavily processed don’t.

In the North, you will find a blend that was first popular

The benefits of probiotic foods, like sourdough breads

in Pakistan, called pachranga (meaning ‘five colours’)

and sauerkraut are many. Most people from the Indian

or satranga (‘seven colours’). Raw mango, chickpeas, lotus

continent grow up eating Indian pickles at home. If

stem are pickled in mustard oil with whole spices, usually

you look deeper into the process of making pickles, it is

fenugreek seeds and nigella.

But those restaurant pickles, and in fact all store-bought
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You don’t really need sun, but use it if you’ve got it. Pickles
are traditionally prepared in summertime, making the
most of the scorching heat of the pre-monsoon season in
India: spiced fruits or vegetables are left to mature in the
sun for three to four days. Place it in a muslin-covered jar
to protect from dust, then cover in oil to preserve for an
additional few days. The oil and spices prevent the growth
of bacteria, and makes it a pungent, full-bodied fermented
flavour. Or ferment in the dark. In place of a hot Indian sun,
achaar can be kept like conventional pickles: stored in a
cool, dry place for a little longer.
Achaar is a term for pickle, a very popular condiment
in Indian cuisine. In north India pickles are made with
mustard oil, while in the south they use sesame oil. Achaar
adds a tangy, sweet, and salty heat whether as a side dish
or eaten with rice or paratha (fried chapati).

Mango pickle recipe

½ cup red chili powder

Search for unripe green mangoes with thin skin. These are

2 tbsp turmeric powder

commonly found at Southeast Asian or Indian grocery
stores. If you have to settle for the fine thick-skinned

IMAGES COURTESY OF WIKIMEDIA + USPLASH.COM

variety, make sure to remove it before pickling. The slender,

½ tbsp asafoetida
½ cup rock salt

green varieties are the ones you want: rock hard and

3 cups mustard oil

extremely tart.

Dry roast the whole fenugreek and mustard seeds to

Find quality mustard oil. This is available in Indian grocery

release their oils, then lightly grind or blend together.

stores or online.

Combine the ground spices in a large bowl with chopped

Ingredients

mango, chili powder, turmeric, asafoetida, and salt. Mix

The variety of pickles found in Indian households can
include anything from a basic salted mango pickle with
fenugreek seeds to a spicy-sweet version made with sugar
syrup, red chili powder, and cumin seeds. This easy recipe

them well.
Transfer all to a large, clean wide-mouthed jar. Heat the
mustard oil until it begins to lightly smoke; remove from
heat and let it to cool, then pour over mango mixture.

doesn’t require any time in the sun.

Make sure that the oil is an inch or two above the fruit.

6 medium unripe green mangoes, cut into small pieces

Seal the jar tightly, and store in a cool, dry place for two

¾ cup fenugreek seeds
½ cup black mustard seeds
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weeks. Stir mixture every few days. When the mangoes are
tender but still have a good bite, then they are ready!
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Lime pickle (Nimbu ka Achaar)
Those who love probiotic foods, you will enjoy the Indian

between ¼ to ½ a cup. Smaller quantity works perfectly,
but if you like really salty pickles you can use more.

lime pickle or nimbu ka achaar. It has good bacteria and

Turmeric: For colour and health.

tastes delicious served with a simple Indian meal of dal

Mustard seeds: Mustard seeds are, like fennel, fenugreek

(lentil) and rice and is easy to make and you eat just a

and nigella, key flavouring ingredients for an Indian pickle.

tiny amount at a time.

Vegetable oil: Many Indian pickles are made with

As Indian pickles are fermented in the hot sun and

mustard oil. While mustard oil adds great flavour, any

contain tonnes of gut-friendly bacteria you can reap

vegetable oil that can withstand high heat, like safflower,

health benefit year-round. That is why our grandmothers

sunflower or peanut oil, will also give very good results.

and great-grandmothers took such pains to make them

Also, when you sputter the mustard seeds in the oil, they

each summer. It’s easy to make.

will leach their delicious flavour into the oil.

Ingredients

Method

Limes: Preferably use skinned lemon or lime but best for

Wash and wipe dry the lemons thoroughly. Make deep

pickling are organic limes.

slits crosswise without cutting the lemons. Place the

Nigella or onion seeds (kalonji): These are charcoal-

lemons in a bowl, add salt and black salt (both in equal

black seeds that help to flavour Indian pickles.

quantity), red chilli powder, garam masala powder (it

Fenugreek seeds: Not everyone uses fenugreek seeds in
lime pickles, but they create a slight hint of bittersweet
flavour and have immeasurable health properties. These

should not contain coriander seeds), ajwain and the seeds
and spices mentioned above and mix well so that all the
lemons are evenly coated with the masala.

seeds are prebiotic, which makes them a great addition

Add sugar (half the weight of lemons) and mix well again.

to fermented Indian foods.

Transfer the pickles into a porcelain container, cover it

Fennel seeds: With their great digestive properties and
fresh, delicious flavour, fennel seeds create the unique
flavour of an Indian pickle.
Cayenne or paprika or Kashmiri chili powder: Here
are a few options so you can adjust the heat level in the
pickles to your liking. Cayenne is best for the hottest

with a muslin cloth, secure with a string and keep it in
sunlight for 25 to 30 days to allow it to mature before
using.
Pickled condiments add seasoning and complexity to
culinary experiences. Whether it is Indian achaar, green
buds of capers, olives or carrots, they provide drama.

pickle: use as much or as little as you like. Paprika and
Kashmiri chili powder adds great colour but are both
milder. Do use one of these as you want some heat in the
pickle.
Salt: Salt is the preservative here, and a flavouring
ingredient. You can control how much salt to add,

Flight information: www.airseychelles.com
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D

hows are seen along the sea-front in almost all the main coastal
towns. These vessels have been used for thousands of years in the
conduct of trade between the Gulf, South Asia and East Africa.

The Arabian Gulf and the Indian Ocean waters off Oman were an important
link in the trade in spices between Europe, Persia and India, and further
afield, the Far East. Their cargoes included precious stones and gold, ivory
from Africa and India, and essential oils and ointments from Asia. The
dhow fleets of the emirates that now form the United Arab Emirates (UAE)
competed with dhows from Kuwait and Oman in this long-distance trade.
The UAE dhow fleets, however, now carry electrical items and canned food
rather than the more exotic cargoes of yesteryear.
In Dubai, dhows are still clustered all around the creek, and form a striking
contrast to the ultra-modern skyscrapers behind them. Many of the dhows
stopping in Dubai come from Iran and Baluchistan, now part of Pakistan.
The dhow trade is also active in Sharjah; dhows here line the Buhairah
Corniche, the larger ones coming from as far afield as India. But despite
the concentration of the dhow trade in these commercial hubs, the vessels
can be seen in every emirate: in Abu Dhabi, the dhow harbour lies off Mina
Road before the entrance to the main port; in Umm al-Quwain, Ajman and
Ras al-Khaimah, dhows dock in the creeks, the nucleus from which each of
these towns has grown; off Fujairah Emirate; dhows are still occasionally
seen plying the same waters as 350-metre-long supertankers.
Dhows-trips, including dinner cruises, can be organised through several tour
operators. Full- and half-day cruises for small groups are also available from
Dibba, north of Fujairah. These are not cheap, but a great way to get a whiff
of the region’s sea-faring past, even though the dhows are diesel- rather
than wind-powered.
The waters off Dibba are rich in sea-life and the operator’s promise that
you will see dolphin on the trip is not idle. The cruises include breaks for
snorkeling, as well as lunch and refreshments.
Dhows were traditionally made of wood and powered only by the tightly
stretched lateen sail. The vessel often had a stretched lateen sail and a
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square-cut transom with a raised deck, under which lay the living quarters
for the captain (al nokadah) and crew. Many dhows had a canopy over
the stern as protection from the sun, and in modern dhows, this often
stretches the vessel’s full length.
The word dhow is not Arabic in origin. The word has been traced to the
word dau in Swahili, a language widely used on the East African coast,
which is a mix of Bantu and Arabic. The East African coast was, and still is,
an important destination for the Gulf dhows. Different types of dhow were
given their own Arabic names: al boom, al baggara, al shouee, al sambuk.
Nowadays, of course, modern technology has crept into their design:
most have a diesel engine and radio as navigational aids, and racing dhows
are made of light fiberglass compounds rather than wood. But the dhow
heritage is being kept alive by the UAE rulers, who organise a number of
dhow- and yacht-racing events. Among these, the annual President’s Cup
Regatta, also known as the Dubai-Muscat Sailing Race, attracts a host of
traditional vessels, along with the brand-new mono-hulled and multihulled racing yachts.
Dhow-making is an art that many feared would be lost in the march to
progress in modern UAE. But the interest in heritage dhow-making gave
it a new lease of life: dhow-building yards can still be found on the Dubai
creek, and outside Ajman.
Traditionally, the dhow-builder (qallaf, plural: qalaleef) built a dhow
without detailed blue-prints, and using simple hand-tools such as planes,
adzes and axes. First the long planks that made the hull were laid down,
then the ribs and beams that formed the inside of the boat were sculpted,
and the two were joined together, originally bound by rope made from
coconut, later by wooden dowels, and since the 20th century by iron nails.
The hull of the boat was then coated with a paste known as shahamu,
cattle-fat boiled with lime, and caulked with an oil-soaked fibre, usually
cotton permeated with coconut or fish oil.
Nowadays, the dhow-builders still use traditional tools and materials, but
often a dhow will be made using fiberglass, synthetic resins and modern
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coatings. Most of the dhows seen in the yards today are apparently types

pilgrims to Makkah. The sambuk had a roof of palm-fronds and coconut

of sambuk, and many of the older varieties of dhow are now rarities.

matting, which covered the cargo and living space.

Dhows came in a variety of different shapes and sizes. The boom was the

The Arab navigators since the days of the 15th century Ahmed bin

largest type of dhow. In the past, many of them were built further

Majed have used the stars for navigation; indeed, the names of several

up the Gulf coast in Kuwait, the busiest area for dhow-building in the 18th

of the brighter stars in the sky, even on the European star charts have

and 19th centuries. In the modern UAE, old dhows have been converted
into floating restaurants called Al Boom in Dubai and Sharjah, and
offer a pleasant outing to sample grilled fish and sea-food in traditional
surroundings.
The boom dhows generally had a displacement of 150-210 tonnes,
although the largest were about 300 tonnes. Typically, they would be
about 30 metres (100 feet) long, six metres (20 feet) broad, and three

Arabic roots; for instance, the star Aldebran in the constellation Taurus.
Traditionally, 48 stars were used by the Arab sailors for navigation.
There were also a variety of smaller dhows, used for pearling and fishing
in the waters of the Arabian Gulf or in the shallow waters near the coasts
of the Indian Ocean. These smaller dhows included al baggarah, a smaller
version of the bateel dhow, which has a painted and carved stern post.

metres (10 feet) deep. Booms were ‘double-end-errs’, that is they were

Al shouee and al jalbout were similar-sized boats. These vessels would

narrow at the stern and at the prow.

leave for the pearl beds in the early summer, and would generally not

The boom, as well as dhows such as al baghlah and al bateel were used

return for three or four months. Pearling was widely practiced off the

for long-distance travel, going as far afield as India or East Africa. The

Gulf until the 1930s, when the world-wide depression and the

sambuk were smaller but faster dhows than the boom. Typically, they

introduction of Japanese cultured pearls on the markets killed off the

would be between 75-140 tonnes, with a length of 24.5 metres (80

traditional industry. Though the waters off Bahrain were the site of the

feet), beam of six metres (20 feet) and a depth of three metres (10 feet)

richest pearl-beds, the UAE was active in the business of pearling, with

between the gunwale and the waterline. They were often used to ferry

Dubai being particularly active.
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Smaller vessels were also commonly used for fishing, including houris,
which were small dug-out canoes of three to six metres (10-20 feet)
long. These can still be seen, although most of them use outboard
motors rather than paddles to get around. Houris and a number of other
traditional fishing boasts can be seen in the collection in the courtyard
at Dubai Museum.
Dubai is seeing a strong revival in wooden dhow trade due to the
establishment of the Marine Agency for Wooden Dhows, with wooden
dhow exports reaching almost 365,632 tonnes and imports reaching
almost 260,001 tonnes in the first half of 2021. Established by the Ports,
Customs and Free Zone Corporation (PCFC) in July 2020 to streamline
and regulate the activity of the traditional vessels in the emirate’s waters,
the Agency facilitated the entry of more than 5,383 wooden ships into
the emirates.
The Dubai Creek has been the centre of the dhow trade in the Gulf and
beyond for several centuries. Traditional dhows, now powered by modern
engines, continue to ply routes between ports across the Mena region
(Middle East and North Africa countries) trading goods ranging from
foodstuff to furniture. Merchandise carried by the traditional vessels are a
major source of supply for traditional souqs located along Dubai Creek as
well as for the emirate’s fruit and vegetable and livestock markets.
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[ Inside Air Seychelles ]

AIR SEYCHELLES IS IOSA CERTIFIED
Air Seychelles has once again been certified by the International
Air Transport Association Operational Safety Audit (IOSA).
The rigorous one-week audit covered the airline’s safety practices across
eight operational areas, including its flight, cabin and ground operations,
aircraft maintenance facilities, cargo, security management, operational
control centre, and compliance and safety.
The lead coordinator of the IOSA audit and Head of Management
Systems at Air Seychelles, Gerard Edmond, said: “Every two years,
Air Seychelles as an IATA member undergoes an in-depth audit to
verify that the airline is operating in adherence to global industry
safety standards.
“Whilst the IOSA standards are continuously being upgraded and
adjusted, I am pleased that every time the audit is conducted, we ensure
the airline is conforming to the most challenging industry standards.”
Commenting on this accomplishment, Acting Chief Executive, Sandy
Benoiton added: “The safety of our aircraft, passengers and crew,
remains our top priority in everything that we do, and now having
successfully renewed our IOSA certification I am indeed very proud
of all the teams involved in the audit process for their professionalism
and diligence throughout.
“I also take this opportunity to congratulate all the operational staff
members for keeping an exemplary safety record for Air Seychelles
and for operating on par with safety standards that are internationally
recognised.”
Air Seychelles has been a member of IATA since 2006. The IOSA audit
programme is an internationally recognised and accepted evaluation
system designed to assess the operational management and control
systems of an airline.

AIR SEYCHELLES BRINGS HOME WINNING TEAM
FROM DAKAR DESERT RACE
The leading aircraft charter specialist, Air Charter Service ( ACS), chose
an Air Seychelles’ Airbus A320neo to fly the victorious Toyota Gazoo
Racing Dakar Team back to Johannesburg, following the climax of the
Dakar Rally in Saudi Arabia.
Nasser Al-Attiyah and Mathieu Baumel stormed to victory in their
Toyota DKR Hilux T1+, ably assisted by their large support team.
Lyndee du Toit, Chief Executive Officer of ACS South Africa, commented:
“We arranged the charter to fly the 96-strong team out from
Johannesburg to Jeddah on Boxing Day, ahead of the two-week race,
which started on 1 January 2022 and travelled the length and breadth of
Saudi Arabia.
“The gruelling 13-stage race covered more than 8,000 kilometres
(5,000 miles) of Saudi Arabia’s dirt tracks and deserts and saw the
Toyota team run out victorious on Friday, 14 January 2022. A couple
of days later the charter flew them back to South Africa, triumphant,
on board the A320neo.”
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Charles Johnson, Chief Commercial Officer of Air Seychelles,
commented: “We are thrilled to yet again be working with ACS and
to be the charter air carrier of choice for major sports teams. Teams
around the world prefer the safe, reliable and friendly Creole Spirit they
receive when chartering with Air Seychelles.”
A spokesperson for the Toyota Racing team said: “The charter flight to
and from Jeddah was a remarkable experience. Getting all the South
African competitors to and from the Dakar rally was a monumental task,
but ACS was completely up to the job. The specific aircraft, flight crews
and cabin crews were all well-trained and dedicated, and the in-flight
service and food was simply spectacular.”

[ Inside Air Seychelles ]

It was in 2019 and 2020 respectively, that Air Seychelles took delivery of
two brand-new fuel-efficient Airbus A320neo aircraft, both named after
Seychelles critically endangered endemic birds, as part of its fleet, in-line
with its transformation plan.
Equipped with the latest inflight technology, featuring fuel-saving
wingtip devices known as sharklets, based on its lightweight composite
structure, the aircraft delivers an average of 20 percent fuel savings
per flight.
Powered by the new generation LEAP-1A engine from CFM International,
the jetliner also produces approximately 50 percent reduced noise
footprint and nitrogen oxides (N0x) compared to the airline’s previous
fleet of Airbus A320ceo’s, playing a significant role in the environmental
initiatives of the airline.

AIR SEYCHELLES IS AFRICA’S THIRD-YOUNGEST FLEET
Air Seychelles fleet of seven aircraft, comprising two Airbus A320neos
and five DHC-6 Twin Otter-400 series, with an average age of 4.3 years,
has been ranked as the third youngest fleet in Africa by ch-aviation, the
influential airline intelligence provider.
The award, dedicated to airlines across the globe keeping a young,
modern and efficient fleet of new generation aircraft, also covers
airlines’ contributions towards fuel efficiency and sustainable
development, including significant improvement in decreasing
carbon emissions.

Sandy Benoiton, Air Seychelles Acting Chief Executive said: “I am pleased
that Air Seychelles has been ranked third in Africa for maintaining the
youngest fleet of aircraft on its network.
“The award, dedicated to all those who were involved in the airline’s fleet
renewal four years ago, not only shows that Air Seychelles has a fleet of
aircraft that operates economically, but it further demonstrates that the
environmental impact caused by aircraft was given due consideration
when opting for the best fleet for Air Seychelles. We are proud that
our efforts to minimise our environmental footprint has also been
recognised.”

AIR SEYCHELLES SUPPORTS ELSIA FRANÇOISE
Air Seychelles extended support to Elsia Françoise on her trip to Mauritius in preparation
for the Miss Environment International Pageant held in India.
Elsia, aged 19, flew on Air Seychelles flight HM049 to Mauritius where she attended several
training sessions, prior to representing Seychelles at the international pageantry in Mumbai
amongst some 40 international participating countries.
Thanking Air Seychelles for enabling the success of her trip to Mauritius Elsia said: “I am
immensely grateful to our national airline for making this trip possible.
“I look forward to working closely with the airline, extending my support in any way I can
through their corporate social responsibility initiatives, to further raise awareness about the
importance of protecting the Seychelles ecosystem for the future generation to come.”
Sandy Benoiton, Air Seychelles Chief Executive added: “Air Seychelles will continue to
invest in communities and work with like-minded individuals who share the airline’s effort
in raising awareness towards sustainable development.
At Air Seychelles we have over these past years made considerable investment in the
purchase of renewable energy equipment and we are passionate in helping communities
where we operate to attain the desired level of excellence in sustainability, as part of our
corporate social responsibility programme.”
*All flights will be subjected to the approval of the government including regulatory approval as well as that of the health authorities at each
destination. Times shared on the schedule are the local time at each destination.
It is the responsibility of each traveller to verify and follow all COVID-19 pre-departure guidelines in addition to ensuring all related travel
documents are available upon check-in as requested by the country of destination.
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The best way to

Island hop

Make more of your holiday with a trip to Praslin. On the
short 15 minutes flight from Mahé, you can enjoy a bird’s-eye
view of the Seychelles beautiful inner islands.
With over 20 daily departures, getting there and back has never been easier.
Charter services are also available.

Book your ticket
on airseychelles.com

[ Inside Air Seychelles ]

Air Seychelles global offices

India
Capital: New Delhi
Languages: Hindi, English
Currency: Indian Rupee
Area: 3,287,590 km2
Population: 1,263,830,000
Air Seychelles destination: Mumbai

Bird Group Ltd
204, 2nd Floor A Wing
Kanakia Wall Street 400093
Mumbai
Tel: +91 959 4013686
Email: hmsales@bird.travel
hmres@bird.travel

Capital: Tel Aviv
Language: Hebrew
Currency: Israel Shekel
Area: 20,770 km2
Population: 9,085,610
Air Seychelles destination: Tel Aviv

AIRLINES GSA
3 Gilboa St
Airport City 7019900
Tel Aviv
Tel: +972 3 5160598
Email: hm@airlines-gsa.com

Capital: Port Louis
Languages: French, English, Creole
Currency: Rupees
Area: 2,040 km2
Population: 1,243,000
Air Seychelles destination: Port Louis

Rogers Aviation (Mauritius) Ltd
The Gardens
Bagatelle Office Park
Moka, Mauritius
Tel: +230 2026697
Email: salim.mohungoo@rogers-aviation.com

Capital: Victoria
Languages: Seychellois Creole, English
Currency: Seychelles Rupee
Area: 456 km2
Population: 95,235
Air Seychelles destination: Mahé & Praslin

Air Seychelles Ltd
Seychelles International Airport
P.O. Box 386
Mahé
Tel: +248 4391000
Email: callcentre@airseychelles.com

Israel

Mauritius

Seychelles

South Africa
Capital: Pretoria
Languages: English, Afrikaans
(11 official languages)

Currency: South African Rand
Area: 1,221,037 km2
Population: 45,919,000
Air Seychelles destination: Johannesburg

Rogers Aviation
280 Oak Avenue
Ferndale
Randburg 2194
Gauteng
Tel: +27 11 3264440/+27 83 3871698
Email: reservations2@border-air.co.za
helena@border-air.co.za
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[ Travel Tips ]

T i p s / A s t u c e s d e V oya g e ]

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

ORTANT

EXERCISE
/ EXERCICE
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Time
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Monday-Friday 0800hrs-1400hrs.
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the standard frequency is 50 Hz.
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associated
with flying.
compressing
your spine.
Keep your weight even as you
circle
your
foot
around,
keeping
Do
not
cross
your
legs.
Instead,
Ces
exercices
à de soulager
la fatigue
et
la raideur
These
simple simples
exercisesvous
willaideront
help to relieve
the tiredness
and stiffness
associated
with ﬂying.
the
whole
foot
as
still
as
possible.
try
to
sit
with
your
weight
evenly
Check
with
your
doctor
first
if
you
have
any
health
conditions
which
might
be adversely
associé à Ying fl.
balanced.
affected
by exercise.
SE REDRESSER
Placez l’oreiller au creux de
votre dos.
Assoyez-vous dans votre siège
pour éviter de comprimer votre
colonne vertébrale.
Ne croisez pas vos jambes. Au
lieu de cela, essayez de vous
asseoir avec votre poids équilibré
uniformément.

CERCLES DE LA CHEVILLE
Assoyez-vous dans votre siège, et
placez le coussin sous votre cuisse,
juste au-dessus du genou.
Gardez votre poids même si vous
entourez votre pied autour, en
gardant l’ensemble du pied aussi
immobile que possible.

Ground transport
Driving in Seychelles is on the left
side of the road. You can rent cars on
Mahé and Praslin. There are several
car hire counters outside the arrivals
hall at Mahé International Airport.
Taxi service
Taxi service is safe and reliable
and you can get one from the
International Airport or call for
one from your hotel.
Tourist information office
The Seychelles Tourist Office is
located in Independence House,
Victoria, Mahé.

Seychelles is welcoming visitors from across the
globe, irrespective of their vaccination status.
PCR test is no longer required for fully
immunised visitors to the Seychelles. Exemption
is also granted to visitors having recently tested
positive to the COVID-19 virus-between 2 to 12
weeks prior to travel – upon provision of proof
of infection and recovery.
Asymptomatic infants under the age of 2 years
old are exempted from providing a PCR or
Antigen test for entry.
Unvaccinated or partially vaccinated visitors,
will need to have a negative 72 hour PCR test or
antigen test taken 24 hours prior to departure.
Regardless of vaccination status, and although

no visa is required for entry into Seychelles, all
SIT UP STRAIGHT
ANKLE CIRCLES
visitors must complete the mandatory Travel
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Authorisation (TA) at seychelles.govtas.com
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COU ROLLS

Journey
in Style

Business Class on our new A320neo

Receive access to our Premium Lounge
before departure. Recline and relax whilst enjoying
our inflight streaming service.
Savour a blend of Seychelles and internationally-inspired dishes from our à la
carte menu and experience the convenience of our Dine on Demand service.

